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Top Bigs

Jameel Brooke
6'7 | F | GPA 3.2 | Video

Super athletic, long, great defender, blocks everything, high motor, great handle, really good
passer and help side defender. Has good post game, high upside, D1 potential.

John Kurtas
6'10 | F | GPA 3.2 | SAT 1120 | Video
Athletic, does it all, score out of the post, can get to the rim off the dribble, good
defender, crafty ,scorer, good rebounder and defender with major upside.

Josh Minot
6'8 | SF | GPA 3.7 | Video
Good handle, great shooter and defender, very athletic ,good passe, long, high IQ, attacks rim hard,
great finisher, can play multiple positions, #97 in the country, tremendous upside.

Payton Sandfort
6'7 | SF | Video

Athletic with range, good handle and can shoot lights out, very underrated, has a chance to be
big-time, high IQ, can finish in a variety of ways.

Grady Lewis
6'9 | PF/C | Video
Good rebounder and defender, high motor, good hands, athletic, good passer, high IQ, good
free throw shooter, long and never stops working.

Tyrese Hughey
6'7 | F | Video

Super athletic, can shoot the 3, gets to the rim, good defender and has good post moves,
explosive first step and is a match-up.

Donald Imo
6'8 | F | Video
Athletic, great defender, plays both ends strong, can score in the post, mid-range blocks,
everything around the rim, high motor, huge upside.

Damjan Agovic
6'10 | F | GPA 3.3 | Video

Super athletic, can shoot the 3, gets to the rim, good defender and has good post moves,
explosive first step and is a match-up.
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David Stewart

6'8 | F | GPA 3.3 | SAT 1110 | Video
High IQ with range, strong, great rebounder, if he touches it its going up, good passer, can get
to the rim, is a match-up problem and great defender with huge upside.

Jaden Brownell
6'9 | F | GPA 3.2 | ACT 18 | Video
Athletic, long, big who runs the floor, plays hard, is a great defender, has great post
moves, great 3-point shot ,can score with either hand, plays hard with huge potential.

Jalen Pitre

6'8 | F | GPA 2.8 | Video
Athletic, high IQ, lefty with range, good defender, high motor, long, plays hard every possesion, a lot of
upside, can handle the ball.

Perry Robinson
6'8 | F | Video

Long, can play multiple positions, can shoot the 3, gets to the rim at will, tough, is always in attack
mode, plays hard every game, is a match-up problem, good rebounder.

Broden Lien
6'8 | F | GPA 3.5 | Video
Athletic, long, crafty, gets to rim at will, has range, can post, he scores in a variety of ways, tries
to dunk everything, good defender and rebounder ,high motor and huge upside.

Ryan Abbott
6'7 | F | GPA 3.7 | SAT 1160 | Video
International, crafty, athletic, long and tries to dunk everything, he's scary because he can play the
2-4, great defender and very skilled player, will be a D1 player, high potential.

Luc Robinson
6'10 | F | GPA 3.5 | SAT 1330 | Video
Big with range, wide body who works hard in the post, good rebounder and passer who works
hard, good defender, great screener and soft touch.

Johnnie Walker

6'9 | F | GPA 3.4 | Video

Lefty with range, athletic, good passer and post player, good defender, can pass, needs to get
stronger but has a huge upside.

